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Topological learning. Topological analysis of tissues consists in detecting and characterizing
the biological structures constituting the tissue architecture. From a medical point of view, it
allows to represent the visual criteria used by physicians to distinguish the grades of a disease.

Since several years, the topological characterization of the image content is a central tool for
several applications. Topological descriptors allow to define efficient and, above all, interpretable
methods for clustering or classification. Justifying the model prediction by arguments referring
to the tissue morphology improves both the understanding of the studied phenomena and the
physicians confidence. Finally, a robust detection of the tissue architecture allows the definition of
image-based biomarkers to study the evolution of a disease.

Nowadays, a large literature exists about methods taking into account topological constraints
and their application to microscopy or histopathology [6, 9, 3, 5]. Most of these works are based
on the theory of persistent homology allowing to define images signatures encoding the topological
and geometrical structure of the tissue [1, 7, 2, 8, 4].

Project. The goal of the internship is the development of a clustering method to distinguish
different tissues based on their topological morphologies. This can be particularly useful, when
exploring a new large datasets, to detect different subgroups of tissue architectures. An other
application could be the discover of intermediate grades for a given disease.

In particular, we would like to study the role of a topological loss in the training of autoen-
coders. The main idea is to enrich the images representation in lower dimension, performed by
autoencoding, with a constraint on morphological consistency.

This approach should force the algorithm to encode the tissue architecture independently of its
acquisition conditions (orientation, artifacts) facilitating a semantic representation of the image.
The method will be applied to different datasets of histology, cytology, or microscopy images.

Expected work. A good knowledge in mathematics and deep learning theory is need for this
topic. After a review of the literature on topological learning via persistent homology, a new method
of topological autoencoding will be developed. The method validation will be performed on different
datasets.

Contacts :
Giacomo Nardi, Biological Image Analysis Unit, Institut Pasteur, giacomo.nardi@pasteur.fr.
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